The efficiency of energy usage applied to robots that implement autonomous duties such as floor cleaning depends crucially on the adopted path planning strategies. Energy-aware for complete coverage path planning (CCPP) in the reconfigurable robots raises interesting research, since the ability to change the robot's shape needs the dynamic estimate energy model. In this paper, a CCPP for a predefined workspace by a new floor cleaning platform (hTetro) which can self-reconfigure among seven tetromino shape by the cooperation of hinge-based four blocks with independent differential drive modules is proposed. To this end, the energy consumption is represented by travel distances which consider operations of differential drive modules of the hTetro kinematic designs to fulfill the transformation, orientation correction and translation actions during robot navigation processes from source waypoint to destination waypoint. The optimal trajectory connecting all pairs of waypoints on the workspace is modeled and solved by evolutionary algorithms of TSP such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Ant Optimization Colony (AC) which are among the well-known optimization approaches of TSP. The evaluations across several conventional complete coverage algorithms to prove that TSP-based proposed method is a practical energy-aware navigation sequencing strategy that can be implemented to our hTetro robot in different real-time workspaces. Moreover, The CCPP framework with its modulation in this paper allows the convenient implementation on other polynomial-based reconfigurable robots.
Introduction
Household robotics have recently become a favorite research topic with the intense focus of the development and deployment of robotic vacuum cleaners. According to a survey conducted by International Federation of Robotics (IFR), 31 million household service robots are expected to be sold by 2019, 96 percent of which will be vacuum or floor cleaning robots [1] . These robots play a vital role tackling the mundane and time-consuming process of the cleaning tasks and are expected to become ubiquitous in homes and other institutions in the near future, with the market of cleaning robots estimated to grow from USD 2.09 billion in 2018 to USD 4.34 billion by 2023 [2] . and ant colony optimization (ACO) [26] . Evolutionary algorithms are constructed based on the inspiration of organic evolution, and they model the collective learning process within a population of individuals [27] . Through the randomized process of recombination, mutation, and selection, the evolutionary algorithms will converge to near-optimal solutions even if the initial search space is large. The main contribution of this paper is to explore the possibility to utilize evolutionary algorithms to solve the TSP and find the path that yields the minimum energy consumption and to analyze the performance between different evolutionary algorithms. In order to solve TSP, the cost function as the objective function in terms of total distance travel is derived from the actual navigation mechanism by differential drive module mounted at each block of new tetromino platform hTetro. To this end, the outline of this paper is presented as follows. The next section includes a detail of the hTetro kinematic with differential drive design, and the utilization of this platform to overcome the challenges that encountered during translation from grid-based tilling theory to real-time CCPP tasks in section three. The presented CCPP framework to address the TSP could automatically generate optimal waypoints sequence in order to cover the area by hTetro completely. Moreover, this paper provides the experimental setup for both simulation and real environments to prove the superior in area coverage performance of the proposed method to other conventional CCPP methods. The last section discusses the conclusion of this paper and future works.
hTetro-Reconfigurable Floor Cleaning Robot

hTetro Kinematic Design with Differential Drive Mechanism
There are numerous floor cleaning robots in the market but they are all in fixed morphology of circle, space, and oval and struggle to cover the complex environments. In addition, most of the existing reconfigurable robot are not compatible for cleaning purpose due to the dependent locomotion (for instance, locomotion is performed by rolling the platform), cleaning module design (for instance, cleaning modules must be on multiple sides of the platform in case of rolling locomotion) and subsequently the size and capacity of locomotion and cleaning modules. On the other hand, the capability of hTetro to change its shape to seven tetromino morphologies O, Z, L, T, J, S, I and ability to implement the locomotion within each configuration are similar to our previous works of [28] . It is worth noting that in this work which benchmarked the performance of hTetro with fix form robots, we put great emphasis on the robots' capability of cleaning the entire room without leaving any uncleaned space behind by activating the cleaning modules operate continuously during robot navigation. With the reconfigurable robot design, the polyomino tiling theory [29] improves the navigation strategy by providing guaranteed complete coverage of the space, but it does not change the cleaning action of the hTetro robot. This represents that the robot is still performing continuous cleaning actions during the navigation, which is similar to the currently commercialized household cleaning robots, rather than only activating the cleaning modules when the hTetro robot arrives at the waypoint locations in the tilesets. To this end, this class of robot needs to perform locomotion and transformation tasks smoothly. The locomotion the hTetro robot platform in [28] of each block is being operated by four DC motors attached with omnidirectional wheels, and the transformation to seven tetromino shapes is executed by rotating to defined angles of servo motors at hinges connecting four robot blocs.
In this work, we have developed a new hTetro kinematic architecture which takes into consideration the maneuverability to reduce the complexities and improves the precision of various types of operations including transformation, orientation adjustment, and translation mechanisms. The improved hardware architecture is showed in Figure 1 . Specifically, the hTetro platform consist of four flexible mobile blocks indexed A, B, C, D in world frame coordinate w. The four square-shaped hTetro blocks are identical in size and are connected by three hinges, which provide 180-degree freedom of movement between the connected blocks and play a crucial role in the realization of hTetro shape-shifting. A 2D LiDAR, an Intel computer stick, and an Arduino microcontroller are mounted inside block B to enable the autonomous navigation. The hTetro was built with four modules in which the dust bins can be dismantled easily. The dust bins are mounted by snap fit design inside four modules as Figure 1 . Although the user has to empty four separated dustbins each time, the number of time that the user frequently clean the dust bins can be reduced by four times if the overall dustbin capacity was increased by four times. In the future, each module of hTetro can execute the cleaning tasks independently and are able to collaborate with other modules to clean large and complex environments. Each block is of length 140 mm, width 140 mm, and 55 mm height and is equipped with a differential drive module as shown in Figure 2 , which consists of two 12V DC motors and a central rod. The differential drive modules are connected to the blocks through bushing joints on the central rods, and passive cylindrical joints are used for the connection between two different blocks. The velocities of the wheels determine both transformation and locomotion motions of the unit. By adjusting the speed ratios of different wheels, the hTetro robot is able to traverse linearly in all directions or follow along curves with different curvatures. The steering ability that provided by four differential drives hTetro helps the robot successfully execute three types of action: (1) transformation between different morphologies, (2) translation locomotion to connect waypoints in the workspace, and (3) adjustment of orientation around the center of robot mass (COM) while maintaining its morphology. The operations of these modules all contribute to the energy consumption of the system during the navigation and have to be evaluated independently. One of the advantages of utilizing reconfigurable design instead of a fixed morphology design is that robots with reconfigurability are able to easily access narrow spaces, resulting in better overall coverage of the workspace. The design of a reconfigurable robot also provides the robot with the flexibility to evaluate the energy cost in the workspace and determine the best strategies and series of motions that yield minimum energy consumption. As the joints between blocks are passive joints, electromagnets on the side walls are used to hold the blocks together during the locomotion, while limit switches are used to determine the end of transformation as well as the configuration status of the unit. The possible heading angles of each block i on the global frame ϕ i = {0, π 2 , π} in both clockwise and anticlockwise direction. By moving a single block individually or two adjacent blocks together, the hTetro can be changed to seven morphologies as in Figure 3 . This hTetro operation during implementing complete path planing with the aspects of energy efficiency are concerned in this paper. To this end, the energy consuming by each operation of the robot and the optimal sequence concerning energy efficient will be modeled in the following sections. 
Representation of hTetro in a Workspace
The Figure 4 represents the generalized global coordinates of the hTetro location in the workspace and the shapeshifting progress from O to I then to L shape. Table 1 are the terminologies defined to describe the hTetro configurations in the global coordinate. To fit the morphologies of hTetro in a specific tileset, reference coordinates of waypoints inside the workspace need to be generated by the CCPP approach. Thus, the center of mass (COM) of hTetro is chosen as the waypoint position. The hTetro frame at waypoint with label s is defined by {x s h , y s h , ϕ s h }, which describes the COM of hTetro in each robot morphology. The corresponding frame of each module is defined by {x s i , y s i , ϕ s i }, where i represents the block ID (i ∈ H = {a, b, c, d}). Please note that the orientation of the robot (ϕ s h ) is set to be identical to the orientation of block A (ϕ s a ). The local navigation procedure between source waypoint W s and waypoint W d inside the workspace of the complete path planning is shown in Figure 5 . As mentioned previously, there are three main categories of hTetro motions, namely the permutation of transformation, the linear translation, and the orientation adjustment according to the required configuration on the workspace. These motion tasks are the main contributing factors in our cost functions regarding distance traveled and energy consumption. Specifically, Table 2 shows the turning angle θ i each block needs to rotate and Table 3 shows the corresponding turning radius l 1 or l 2 of each block that shifts hTetro from one form to another. The turning angle of the form is the sum of offset angle of hTetro orientation at destination waypoint ϕ d h and the angle ϕ s * h which the robot corrects its orientation angle after transformation as described in Figure 5 and tabulated the values in Table 4 . After introducing the kinematic design of a Tetris inspired hinge-based self-reconfigurable robot hTetro with the differential drive mechanism, we focus on proposing a navigation strategy that accomplishes complete path planning in following section. Orientation offset of the robot after tramsfomation from waypoint s to waypoint d as in Table 4 f orient Function to calculate the total distance travelled by all modules towards the desired orientation
Total travelled distance for a pair n by the robot from one source waypoint W s to next destination waypoint W d performing transformation, translation, orientation correction 
CCPP Framework for hTetro by Tilling Theory
The energy consumption during complete coverage the predefined areas of floor cleaning robot is directly related to the navigation trajectory and the series of robot actions, which includes robot transformation, orientation adjustment (clockwise and anticlockwise pivot turn), and linear translation. The complete coverage path planning (CCPP) framework for the hTetro is shown in Figure 6 . The process of the proposed framework is divided into two stages. Based on the tiling theory [29, 30] , the global planning stage focuses on the generation of tileset for predefined grid-based workspace which converted from the captured map. The second stage is the implementation stage, which finding the optimal trajectory called motion planning from the various number of options to connect the generated tileset, then issues the appropriate instruction commands to executes the cleaning and navigation modules to fulfill the complete coverage the workspace. the contribution of the paper by emphasizing the energy estimation model which is based on the hTetro design is highlighted by blocks with italic characters. The energy consumption optimization approach to the CCPP problem is described as follows. During the planning stage, the polyomino tiling theory [29] provides several lemmas that suggest specific tiling patterns that ensure complete coverage of the predefined workspace. In this paper, the workspace size is segmented into grids in which the workspace has the size of multiple hTetro blocks. The method we have implemented an approximate grid-based decomposition approach as proposed by Choset [15] . Given a random map (works with scenarios where randomly sized furniture and non-parallel wall are presented), this method first decomposes the space into a large grid map, and then it marks any grids where obstacles are presented as "obstacle grids". Even though it may appear that the workspaces presented in this paper are the "ideal scenarios" where all grids are the same size of hTetro blocks and all obstacles are square-shaped and perfectly aligned with each other, it is a simplified version of the real-world map after approximate cellular decomposition method is implemented. With this workspace modeling method, we could ensure that the proposed optimization strategy is feasible to be implemented in real-world scenarios. Using backtracking algorithm [30] , we can estimate the location and orientation of each tetromino pattern of the tileset. This algorithm tries all the possible placements to place one considered tile inside the workspace. When it cannot find the appropriate option for the next tile, it will backtrack to the previous tile and implement the same approach with the new tile among the tileset. The defined workspace can be tiled completely by several tiling set options without any revisited areas. For instance, a 5 × 5 workspace is shown in Figure 7a with the tileset of O, I, L, T hTetro morphologies. The area shaded in red in the workspace depicts the obstacle in the environment which cannot be covered by the hTetro robot. Figure 7b illustrated the position of hTetro blocks and the hTetro robot heading orientation based on the given tileset setting. The specification of robot kinematic design and how robot manipulator modules operate inside the working environment are considered to find the optimal trajectory to complete the found tileset for any specific workspace. During the execution stage, various navigation algorithms are being implemented in order to determine the sequence of these waypoints that minimizes the energy consumption of the entire navigation. As the kinematic control is implemented in the current platform which motion is slow, and the mass is small, we as for now ignored the dynamic part of the platform. Subsequently, the current drawn during acceleration and deceleration is also negligibly small. In addition, we are controlling the quadrature pulse per second (QPPS) of the motor encoder to regulate the desired speed which is only one-third of the motor capacity. Although implementation aspect is simple due to trigonometric equations, the current approach results in the simple and practical solution to approximate the energy consumption in which voltage is regulated and the overall current drawn varies insignificantly during transformation and translations and orientation correction. Thus, energy consumption is directly proportional to the distance traveled, assuming that slippage is negligible which is the case for most mobile robots. 
Localization of hTetro Blocks for Tileset of Workspace
The tileset solution of one workspace only provides the shape and orientation of tetromino patterns. Since the hTetro consists of four linked blocks for one tetromino, block locations robot shape can have several options and these options yield the different navigation energy. The block A, B, C, D order with respective COMs of hTetro for asymmetrical and symmetrical shapes are presented in Figures 8 and 9 , respectively. Because of the constraints of hinges locations, there is the option of blocks location for the asymmetrical shape as L, J, T as described in Figure 8 . In cases of symmetrical morphologies such as O, I, S, Z, the hinge angles can create several options of blocks locations as shown in Figure 9 . Specifically, I, S, Z tiling patterns consist of two options of blocks locations, O tiling pattern consist of four options of blocks locations. Furthermore, the tiling pattern orientation within the workspace is required to locate the block locations. Figure 10 shows the block locations based on the orientation heading of L shape. Algorithm 1 is then applied to assign the optimal block locations from several possibilities of tiling pattern within the workspace w with the size of (w r , w c ) and filled with the proper tileset. In detail, the algorithm follows the row-wise searching to visit each pattern of the tileset. Since there exists only one option of block locations for asymmetric patterns, the blocks locations as shown in Figure 8 are appointed for of an asymmetric tile t. On the other hand, if the considered tile t is in a symmetric shape as shown in Figure 9 which yields similar locations of blocks after hTetro platform executes the transformation, the nearest pattern t − 1 to pattern t is selected. Specifically, Equation (1) can find the block locations on the workspace of symmetrical shapes t with Ω options. Please note that Table 2 shows the angles of robot blocks which is required to rotate in order to perform shape transformation. Table 4 provides the orientation offsets of target shapes after the transformations from specific shapes. As a result, the consumed energy for orientation is reduced since the orientation of the form will include the moving of all differential drive units of four blocks and activates all electromagnetic modules. Figure 11 represents the processes of assigning the blocks locations of O shape when the locations of the blocks of previous symmetrical morphology T is known. In this particular case, the block locations of O morphology as in Figure 11a is selected since it yields the same location with the previous T shape orientation.
Algorithm 1: Finding optimal blocks location for tileset.
Function LOCATIONS OF BLOCKS
Assign: blocks locations of t according Figure 8  9 else if t is symmetrical shape then 10 Do: transformation from tile t − 1 to tile t (note that orientation of hTetro is defined by Figure 4) 
11
Find: tiling pattern blocks as in Figure 10 which yields the similar location in orientation with the orientation after transformation (note that orientation of hTetro is defined by Table 4 
Local Navigation Weight Function
During the navigation, the hTetro robot follows the defined waypoints and performs a series of actions so that the geometry of hTetro will fit with the tiling patterns without colliding with obstacles in the workspace. We assume that there exists a total of N waypoints in the generated tileset, and each waypoint has a unique label. After using Algorithm 1 to define the locations of the hTetro blocks in the tileset, the 2D locations of the waypoint with label s are denoted as G(x s h , y s h ), which represent the positions of hTetro robot's center of masses (COM) in the workspace. The position of a COM with respect to the hTetro robot's local frame can be calculated through Equation (2), which takes into the consideration of the robot mass and relative positions of 4 the hTetro blocks.
At each location of a waypoint, robot hTetro transforms its shape to the desired shape within tileset by performing single module locomotion or double module locomotion, and then it performs translation motion to travel to the next waypoint before the robot performs the orientation correction to adjust its form to the defined tiling pattern. In this paper, it is assumed that the order of sequence among the three actions of navigation does not affect the final energy consumption during hTetro operations. When a waypoint is cleared, the next waypoint will be updated, and the navigation process is repeated until every pattern within the tileset on the workspace is visited. The entire distance traveled by the differential drive modules in hTetro blocks to accomplish transformation, orientation correction and translation is proportional to the energy consumption of hTetro.
According to Table 3 , hTetro blocks are required to either rotate a single module with the turning radius length of l 1 or rotate double module with the length of l 2 during robot transformation. Assuming that the length of square-shaped hTetro block is defined as l, then l 1 and l 2 can be derived through Equations (3) and (4), respectively. For instance, in order to perform the transformation from O shape to L shape as demonstrated in Figure 4 , module A has to rotate clockwise around hinge 2 for π radial with a radius of l 2 and then an anticlockwise −π radial around hinge 1 with a radius of l 1 , module B rotates clockwise around hinge 2 an π radial with a radius of l 1 , and modules C, D stay static. In this process, Table 2 is being used to collect the values of (π − π) π 0, while Table 3 is referred to collect the values of (l 1 l 2 ) l 1 0.
During the navigation process from the source waypoint W s , which is labelled as s, to next destination waypoint W d labelled as d, the cost function of different hTetro motions are calculated separately. The calculation of transformation cost function is the summation of all blocks' turning distances, which is the multiplication of absolute θ i and turning radius of all 4 blocks, as shown in Equation (6) . The translation cost function as shown in Equation (7) (2). Finally, the orientation correction cost function is calculated through Equation (8), which is the summation of multiplications of absolute turning angles described in Table 4 and the distances between COMs of each block l s i according to Equation (5) .
Assume that a pair (W s n , W d n ) (n = 1, ...N − 1) within the trajectory includes the source waypoint W s n and the next destination waypoint W d n , we define the cost between to connect this pair which can be calculated according to Equation (9) . In this equation, α, β, λ represents the weight coefficient for transformation, translation, and orientation adjustment, respectively. These coefficients are utilized to adjust the role importance of the three different hTetro actions, and the summation of the three coefficients always equals to 1. A coefficient with larger value represents longer distance traveled and higher energy consumption rate during the associated action. The implementation of weight coefficients is meant to compensate for the inaccuracies from this modeling method, while the exact values of the weight coefficients can be acquired through energy consumption experiments of the physical hTetro robots.
Optimization of Trajectory
After assigning the position of hTetro COG called waypoint for each tiling pattern of a typical tileset on a given workspace, the motion planning will produce the sequence connecting these waypoints. The optimal sequence must ensure that the energy consumed to complete this is minimized. There are many possibilities to make a way to connect all the defined waypoints that are already set on the grid-based workspace. Assume that the tileset provides a total of N unsequenced waypoints, and a path describes the directional connection between two waypoints on the map. The CCPP problem can be reformulated as an optimization problem which searches for a trajectory that connects these paths in a way such that every waypoint is visited once throughout the navigation. This optimization problem is a classical Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP), which is considered as NP-hard and unsolvable in polynomial time. A brute force search that iterates through every possible path yields results with factorial time complexity O(n!), which performs extremely slow when the input size is large. Through Held-Karp algorithm, TSP problems can be solved in O(n 2 2 n ) time with the aid of dynamic programming [31] , but the method still proves to be inefficient in the presented scenario where multiple waypoint patterns are in presence. Therefore, a heuristic-based approach has to be implemented to speed up the calculation time while still providing optimal or near-optimal results.
Here we define the trajectory of hTetro η during the navigation as follows:
The hTetro trajectory η is a set of directional paths which consists of paths represented as tuples that connect waypoints with two different labels. The trajectory η describes the sequence of the waypoints that are being visited: starting from waypoint with the label W s 1 and ending with waypoint with the label W d N . This trajectory representation is only valid if each waypoint is being visited once. With this definition, the total cost of the trajectory can be calculated as shown in Equation (10) . Assume that the ideal trajectory is represented as η, the ultimate optimization goal of the reformulated CCPP problem is determined through Equation (11) as shown below.
Please note that according to Equation (9), the cost for hTetro to navigate between waypoints with label W s n and W d n (C(W s n , W d n )) already considers of the distance travelled due to three hTetro actions of navigation: transformation, translation, and orientation adjustment. In this paper, it is assumed that the order of sequence among the three actions of navigation does not affect the final energy consumption during hTetro operations.
In order to find the optimal trajectoryη and the sequence of waypoints in Equation (11) within a reasonable time, we have managed to implement two types of evolutionary heuristic algorithms to solve the reformulated CCPP problem. Evolutionary algorithms have been widely employed to solve TSP related optimization problems. Each technique has specific mechanisms and representational components that look into nature for inspiration. In this paper, GA and ACO, the two well-known algorithms are taken into consideration. GAs take advantage of the repeating selection and reproduce process to eliminate individuals with under-performing results while maintaining the genetic information from the elites in each generation. The genetic operations such as cross-over and mutations provide GA a wide variety of generated off-springs so that the algorithm does not easily get trapped in local optima. ACO, on the other hand, focus on the probabilistic technique to approach the given problem. By adjusting the ant decisions at the nodes and the constant updates on the pheromones left on each path, the ACO algorithm has proven to be a reliable and consistent strategy to search for the optimal solution of the problem. The work of [25, 26] provide additional details on how GA and ACO algorithms were adjusted and implemented to solve TSP. This paper follows similar approaches, which focus on the analysis of the problem, the identification of the crucial components and parameters, and the formulation of the meta-heuristic problems.
The optimization problem in Equation (11) models the energy consumption of the entire navigation process, which consists of adjustable parameters such as the weight coefficients for different hTetro locomotion types. The implementation of heuristic-based algorithms to solve this problem also requires fine-tuning of several heuristic-specific parameters. These parameters are adjusted so that the final result of the calculated energy cost reflects the actual energy consumption in real-world hTetro navigation scenarios with minimal deviation and variation.
Experimental Results
There are various precedent algorithms developed to tackle CCPP for the autonomous navigation robots, most of which were evaluated based on the percentage of coverage of the entire environment. In this paper, due to the introduction of hTetro tiling theory and the generated tileset, complete coverage of the entire workspace is guaranteed; therefore, the algorithms implemented to solve the path planning problem focus on the minimization of hTetro power consumption. The two evolutionary algorithms implemented, GA and ACO, are being compared with precedented algorithms such as zigzag, spiral, greedy search, and algorithms introduced in the work of [22] , which are all valid approaches to solve TSP-based problems. It is worth noting that algorithms such as zigzag patterned motion are currently the most prominent algorithm that has been implemented in mobile floor cleaning robots. The proposed algorithm was verified in both simulated environment and real-world environment for comparisons. The hTetro block locations and the COMs of waypoints are assigned for tileset through Algorithm 1 and Equation (2) . In the first part of the experiment, the results of the simulated environment are provided to show that with the energy function proposed in Equation (9) and the objective function in Equation (11), the proposed algorithm of TSP is capable of finding the optimal trajectory while minimizing total energy consumption. We also compared the results of the proposed method with several GA and ACO parameters setting. In the second part, the generated trajectories of each tested method for workspace 6 × 6 are tested on real robots to evaluate the best performance in terms of energy saving.
Simulation Environment
The simulated workspaces are being constructed in MATLAB Simulink environment. Each grid cell in the simulated environment corresponds to one block size of the hTetro robot. The workspaces with obstacles and without obstacle are shaped as shown in Figure 12 . Specifically, we have chosen the square-shaped workspaces with the size (column × row) of 11 × 11, 8 × 7, and 6 × 6. In this workspace model, a grid cell with a value of −1 represents an obstacle, which will be excluded from the generated tileset as the robot must avoid the grid during the navigation. The generated tilesets for simulated workspaces based on polyomino tiling theory [29] and backtracking algorithms [30] are shown in Figure 12 . The polyomino tiling theory ensures the predefined workspace is filed entirely by several possible shapes without revisiting grid cells. The appropriate tetromino shapes with orientation are suggested to tile the predefined workspace size by these algorithms. i.e., in Figure 12a the tileset with 9 tetromino morphologies of O, L, J, Z and in Figure 12c the 28 tiling sets of Z, T are selected. The corresponding blocks order (A, B, C, D) and COM for each tile on the workspaces as in Figure 13 are assigned by Algorithm 1 which ensure the next waypoint has the minimum orientation change with the previous waypoint. With the COM waypoint locations within each workspace, the proposed navigation sequence searching algorithm find the trajectory to connect all COM of hTetro tetromino pattern waypoints. The total associated cost calculated by Equation (9) and navigation sequence for each workspace is showed in Figure 13 . Table 5 presents the associated cost weights and execution time of several tested CCPP methods including zigzag scanning, spiral scanning, the greedy search, method [22] and the proposed method with GA and ACO for 11 × 11 workspace including 28 waypoints. To conduct the fair comparison, the Table 5 includes both the total cost weight calculated by the total Euclidean distance between waypoint locations which can be considered that only translation action is involved during hTetro navigation and the cost for all three actions transformation, orientation correction and translation calculated by proposed cost function as Equation (9) . The zigzag scanning methods connect the waypoints by the one row-wise-nearest searching order. The spiral scanning methods links waypoints by outer to inter searching order. The greedy search optimal trajectories from the starting waypoint to the next nearest waypoint with the lowest associated cost to link all the waypoints. In our previous work [22] , the waypoint sequencing problem is formulated as TSP in which the cost value spending to navigate between two waypoints is being formulated under consideration the minimum sum of displacement of the four hTetro robot blocks. As one can observe, the running time of the methods-based TSP is slightly higher than zigzag and spiral methods and considerably lower than the greedy search. Concerning the associated cost weights, the proposed methods can generate the optimal trajectory with the lowest value. In comparison with the method [22] , despite yielding the navigation sequence with longer Euclidean distance, the found navigation sequence of the proposed method is different, and its total cost weight calculated by Equation (9) which reflects actual actions during navigation to connect waypoints of hTetro is considerably lower. Typically in Figure 14a with the trajectory sequence of GA and ACO as 1, 3, 2, 7, 9, 6, 4, 5, 8, we can realize these algorithms choice the navigation sequence to connect 2 waypoints with the same morphology first (waypoint 1 to waypoint 3 with the same O shape) instead of link the point at the nearest location (waypoint 1 with O and waypoint 2 with J shape). As the results, the energy associated with the transformation and rotation is reduced, and the number of transformation is minimizing. Please note that these parameters values to derive the optimal results of GA and ACO are selected by applying the trial-and-error method and the best results from the 10 trials are selected to presented in Figure 14 and Table 5 . The effects of coefficient values for deciding the importance of one associated action among transformation, translation, and orientation correction in Equation (9) were analyzed. The Table 6 and Figure 15 describe results of difference coefficients settings. The different paths with the associated costs are created with coefficient values sets. If we consider the translation motion as the only source that contributes to energy consumption, the cost weight of the path is considerably higher, and the optimal path may vary from the results from other coefficient settings as demonstrated in Figure 15a . Furthermore, considering specific workspace, the polynomial tiling theory and backtracking can issue several tilesets. Figure 16 provides three different tilesets together with tiling sequence and corresponding cost to cover the grid space of 6 × 6 completely. Table 7 shows the cost weights for two options of tileset for each tested workspace of Figure 12 . Since the proposed CCPP algorithm can provide the optimal trajectories from the suggested tilesets to cover a workspace, the robot can select wisely the optimal tile set that minimizes both time efficiency and energy efficiency. For instance, the O shape can tile the workspace of Figure 12a completely with lowest cost weight trajectory as in Figure 16c . On the other hand, the O has to revisit some grid cells to tile completely Figure 12b and cannot access some grid cells to tile completely Figure 12c with obstacles. Generally, GA, ACO methods are the meta-heuristic approaches that optimize TSP by gradually enhancing found solutions with better total cost weights. Meta-heuristic based algorithms do not ensure the found solution to be globally optimal; however, the objectives of GA and ACO are to find near-optimal solutions with less iterations and less execution time. In the case of ACO results, the effect of some parameters such as evaporation probability, the number of used ants parameters, on estimating the optimal navigation sequence are studied. On the other hand, this paper also researches parameters that GA outcomes depend on such as the population of the chromosome and mutation probability.
Consider the same 11 × 11 workspace, Table 5 also shows the comparison results of GA and ACO. With parameters of 100 ants agents for each iteration and 0.9 evaporation probability, ACO produces the optimal cost weight, which is 2933.19. While for GA, the optimal cost weight after 100 iterations is 2968.95 by the parameters setting of 0.1 mutation probability and 100 chromosomes. In terms of the length of execution time to achieve these results, GA took a slightly shorter time as compared to ACO. Table 8 shows the cost weights from GA with chromosome population set to 50 and 100, with mutation probability being either 0.01, 0.05, or 0.1. We can observe that with the increasing number of chromosomes, better results can be observed with the trade-off of slightly longer running time, while the mutation probability does not affect much on the results. Table 9 shows the shortest path for workspace 11 × 11 as shown in Figure 12 , which records the cost weights and the running time for different settings of ACO parameters, including the number of ants and the evaporation coefficient. It can be observed that if the number of ant agents is increased, the cost weight is reduced while yielding a significant urge for execution time. On the other hand, the parameter evaporation probability is proportional to the time to get a similar optimal path of specific ant agents. Figures 17 and 18 plot the results of optimal trajectories cost weights by fixing the mutation parameter as 0.02 of GA, and evaporation coefficient as 0.9 of ACO for 10 trials. We can observe that with one generated cost weight value for workspace as Figure 12a and the generated cost weight values for workspace as Figure 12b , the results of workspaces with a few waypoints are similar during both GA and ACO trials. On the other hand, in the case of larger workspaces, such as the 11 × 11 workspace as shown in Figure 12c , the results of the generated optimal trajectories through GA and ACO varied considerably, with the results from ACO being slightly less consistent across the 10 trials compared to GA method. Cost Weight Trajectory Generating Time chromosome = 30, mutation probability = 0.01 3176.59 1.22 chromosome = 30, mutation probability = 0.05 3371.18 1.31 chromosome = 30, mutation probability = 0.1 3381.32 1.340 chromosome = 100, mutation probability = 0.01 2988.21 1.150 chromosome = 100, mutation probability = 0.05 2998.95 1.662 chromosome = 100, mutation probability = 0.1 2968.95 1.580 Table 9 . Comparison results of parameters setting for ACO.
Cost Weight Trajectory Generating Time
number of ants = 50, evaporation probability = 0.1 3372.29 1.412 number of ants = 50, evaporation probability = 0.5 3321.68 1.555 number of ants = 50, evaporation probability = 0.9 3211.97 1.740 number of ants = 100, evaporation probability = 0.1 3688.21 1.850 number of ants = 100, evaporation probability = 0.5 2958.95 1.762 number of ants = 100, evaporation probability = 0. 
Real Environment Testbed
In Part 2, the real testbed environment was arranged as the 6 × 6 size simulated environment of Figure 12a . The real environment is divided into grids, and each of a grid cell has the size of a real hTetro's block shape. The proposed CCPP with the parameters of chromosome = 100, mutation probability = 0.1 for GA, and number of ants = 100, evaporation probability = 0.9 for ACO yields the tileset solution of Figure 16a . The experiments were conducted by sending remotely the navigation signal through the Bluetooth to Arduino micro-controller to move hTetro to all waypoints of predefined trajectories. Energy consumption of hTetro robot was recorded through current sensors, which monitored the energy consumed by all the motors of differential drive modules during the entire navigation time. The measured current was sampled at a sampling frequency of 20 KHz sampling rate at the voltage of 12 V. The maximum hTetro motors speed for navigation was set to 1500 rpm. While in idle state, all motors of the robot are deactivated, only working electronics components consume energy. The energy consumption by Arduino in this state is small and about 20 mA at 5 V.
We conducted experiments to find the consumed energies for trajectories by different sets of weight coefficients α, β, λ in Equation (9) and added the experimental results to the last column of Table 6 . We can observe that with different estimated trajectories by the sets of weight coefficients, the different consumed energies are created. The results showed that the set of coefficients which consider the importance of all the action of transformation, translation, and orientation equally yields the smallest consumed energies. This proves that the proposed energy model which considers all the travel distance to move the robot from one waypoint to another waypoint can estimate creates the optimal trajectory.
The numerical results of consumption power and the workspace traveling time for different CCPP methods are described in Table 10 , respectively. We can observe from Table 10 that robot spends smaller energy if it follows the trajectory of the method with the smaller estimated travel distance as cost weight. Specifically, the consumed energy by the zigzag method is the highest value and close behind the zigzag method is the spiral method. Together with the smallest cost weight, our proposed method by ACO and GA gains the advantages with both the smallest average grid coverage time and the lowest energy consumption. It yields about 10 percent lower than the second best method [22] . The Table 11 provides the energy robot consumes to navigate from one waypoint to another waypoint of trajectory in Figure 13a . The results from this table showed that robot consumes less energy if there are no transformation, small translation distance and small orientation correction required to move from source waypoint to destination waypoint.These results prove that the proposed complete path planning framework which exploits the robot design and optimal algorithms of TSP is a feasible energy-aware CCPP algorithm to be integrated into physical robots in real-world applications. Table 11 . Consumed energy to navigate from source to destination waypoints of proposed trajectory Figure 13a .
Transform O to O O to J J to J J to L L to L L to I I to I I to O
Navigation sequence 1 to 3 3 to 2 2 to 7 7 to 6 6 to 9 9 to 4 4 to 5 5 to 8 Consumed energy (Ws) 
Conclusions
The CCPP with optimal energy usage during navigation of the represented self-reconfigurable hTetro with differential dive locomotion mechanism has been studied in this paper. Quantifying the three actions as linear and angular distances is a simple method we decided to simplify the energy model complexity of the hTetro structure itself, which consists of multiple moving mechanisms to estimate the optimal trajectory. The proposed CCPP framework with two stages including tileset planning and navigation sequencing showed the best performance of the lowest energy consumption and shortest grid coverage time in both simulation and real-time environments. With the proposed framework, other polyomino based shape-shifting robots can exploit effectively to save energy during navigation. We are developing the hTetro to be able to work autonomously in different testbed environments. Once the platform has been constructed, the energy estimation model with different parameters setting will be evaluated to identify the best optimization technique. Implementing cost functions with the optimal order of actions among transformations, orientation and translation is an interesting research topic. The more sophisticated energy consumption model, which considers the transient states of acceleration, deceleration for each robot joint and the adaptive CCPP considering the dynamic obstacles, slippage, and frictions of different surface types for energy saving is also the future work. 
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